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• Decentralized Renewable Energy
• Energy Storage
• Smart Transmission Grid
• Zero Emission Transportation
• Building as Micro Plant
Jeremy Rifkin 2010
Sustainable High Performance Communities
Third Industrial Revolution: Post Fossil Fuel Era
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ﺎﺑﻭﺭﻭﺍ ﻲﻓ ﻝﺯﺎﻨﻤﻟﺍ ﻲﻓ ﺮﻔﺻ ﻭﺃ ﺔﻗﺎﻄﻠﻟ ﺾﻔﺨﻨﻣ ﻙﻼﻬﺘﺳﺍ ﻮﺤﻧ ﻡﺪﻘﺘﻟﺍ
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EXAMPLES
L’ILET DU CENTRE, SAINT-PIERRE, ARCHITECTES : PERRAU, REYNAUD
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Solar Siedlung Freiburg, Germany
TOWARDS NET ZERO ENERGY BUILDINGS (NZEB) 
ZERO ENERGY OR PLUS, GERMANY
• Low energy buildings – 15 kWh/sqm/ year 
• Large solar  PV systems.
• Feed in tariffs guaranteed by German government.
• These building produce much more than they use!
• Introduced in Parliament 2008
• Zero in 2030
• Plus Energy 2040
Active House, Velux, in Copenhagen, Denmark 
EXAMPLES
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Source: Efficiency House Plus with Electro‐mobility  “My house is my filling station” presentation,   www.bmvbs.de,   www.zebau.de
Efficiency House Plus with Electro-mobility
Technical Information and Details 
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TOWARDS NET ZERO ENERGY BUILDINGS (NZEB) 
BEDZED, LONDON, UK
•Zero Carbon Buildings have been 
on agenda In UK since  2005.
How to ensure CO2 neutral in future ?
EXAMPLES
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• Key Components of  Performance-
Based Strategy
• Performance-Based Request for 
Proposals
• National Competition for 
Conceptual Design
• Design-Build Acquisition Strategy
• Power Purchase Agreement 
EXAMPLES
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Solar Decathlon Europe is an international competition among universities which 
promotes research in the development of  efficient houses. The objective of  the 
participating teams is to design and build houses that consume as few natural resources 
as possible and produce minimum waste products during their life cycle. www.solardecathlon.org
SOLAR DECATHLON, 2012 MADRID
EXAMPLES
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1.Research Context
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Between 2001 and 2012, electricity consumption
has been growing over 3-7 percent in the 
building sector. The domestic sector in Jordan 
accounts for around 40% of  the total electricity 
consumption .




Number of  Jordanian population 



















1. Research Context Reality of  Built Environment
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ﺔﻗﺎﻄﻟﺍ ﻑﻭﺮﺼﻣ ﺐﻫﺬﻳ ﻦﻳﺍ
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Electricity Prices increase March 2013
1. Research Context Reality of  Built Environment
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1. Research Context Reality of  Built Environment
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Jordan, heating/cooling dominated country
1. Research Context Reality of  Built Environment




1. Research Context Reality of  Built Environment
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Jordan has abundant renewable energy 
resources to support 100% of  its  
electricity needs well into the future. 
Jordan’s natural wind and solar  resources 
can provide over 60 times more 
electricity than the country’s 
projected demand in 2050 (DLR, 2005).
1. Research Context Reality of  Built Environment
NO to Nuclear !
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1.Research Objective
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How to design a NZEB in Jordan?
How to avoid thermal bridges?
32
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How far should we insulate 
Jordanian buildings ? 
Thermal Insulation from outside or Inside
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1.Research Objective





c. Design & Construction 
Solutions
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3. Location Selection  
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4. Case Study: Basecase Selection
4.1 Building Description
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4. Case Study: Basecase Selection
4.3 Appliances Inventory





4. Case Study: Basecase Selection
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5. Energy Performance
1. Envelope 
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1. Envelope 
2. Solar Protection & Openings 
3. Ventilation (Diurnal + Nocturnal)
4. Occupancy, Internal Loads & EE
5. Solar Thermal System 
6. Solar Electric System 
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5. Energy Performance
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6. Results: Economic Feasibility
• In Jordan, the effective tax rate is 14% and the utility inflation rate is assumed as 8%. 
• From an economic point of  view installing a SHW system is economically rewarding. 
• The system is manufactured in Jordan and can be easily installed and maintained.  
• NZEB strategy is too ambitious. Payback time (property value appreciation) is 44 years. 
• The PV panels investment cost is very high. 
• Upgrading the envelope and HVAC system (payback=5 years)
in Jordan to meet almost the Passive House Standard requirements of  15 kW/m2/year
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8. Limitations
•The study remains theoretical with certain limitations. 
•Selecting an existing residential typology did not allow other passive measures 
such as the urban setting, orientation, form and window to wall ratio. 
•The study did not explore the potential of  thermal mass and two other 
important systems. The geothermal heat pumps for space heating and cooling 
and evacuated tubes option for space heating and DHW.





•Should we go High-Tech or Low-Tech?
•Should we depend on solar renewable or geothermal?
•What comfort model should we follow ASHRAE (21-24 C)? Or Givoni ? Or 
others?
•Does the payback calculation sound logic?
•What are the main barriers for NZEBs in Jordan?
•Heating vs Cooling Balance
•Regulations
•What are your concerns?
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